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Cellular Automata Approach to Durability Analysis
of Concrete Structures in Aggressive Environments
Fabio Biondini1; Franco Bontempi2; Dan M. Frangopol, F.ASCE3; and Pier Giorgio Malerba4

Abstract: This paper presents a novel approach to the problem of durability analysis and lifetime assessment of concrete struc
the diffusive attack from external aggressive agents. The proposed formulation mainly refers to beams and frames, but it ca
extended also to other types of structures. The diffusion process is modeled by using cellular automata. The mechanical dam
to diffusion is evaluated by introducing suitable material degradation laws. Since the rate of mass diffusion usually depends on
state, the interaction between the diffusion process and the mechanical behavior of the damaged structure is also taken into a
proper modeling of the stochastic effects in the mass transfer. To this aim, the nonlinear structural analyses during time are
within the framework of the finite element method by means of a deteriorating reinforced concrete beam element. The effective
proposed methodology in handling complex geometrical and mechanical boundary conditions is demonstrated through some a
Firstly, a reinforced concrete box girder cross section is considered and the damaging process is described by the correspondi
of both bending moment–curvature diagrams and axial force-bending moment resistance domains. Secondly, the durability a
reinforced concrete continuous T-beam is developed. Finally, the proposed approach is applied to the analysis of an existing
and to the identification of its critical members.
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Introduction

Satisfactory structural performance is usually described with
erence to a specified set of limit states, which separate de
states of the structure from the undesired ones. In this contex
main objective of the structural design is to assure an ade
level of structural performance for each specified limit state
ing the whole service life of the structure.

From a general point of view, a structure is safe when
effects of the applied actionsS are no larger than the correspo
ing resistanceR. However, for concrete structures the struct
performance must be considered as time dependent, main
cause of the progressive deterioration of the mechanical pr
ties of materials which makes the structural system less ab
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withstand the applied actions. As a consequence, both the de
S and the resistanceR may vary during time and a durabil
analysis leading to a reliable assessment of the actual stru
lifetime Ta should be able to account for such variability(Sarja
and Vesikari 1996; Enright and Frangopol 1998a, 1998b). In this
way, the designer can address the conceptual design proc
plan the rehabilitation of the structure in order to achieve a
scribed design valueTd of the structural lifetime.

In the following, the attention will be mainly focused on
damaging process induced by the diffusive attack of environ
tal aggressive agents, like sulfate and chloride, which may le
deterioration of concrete and corrosion of reinforcement(CEB
1992). Such process involves several factors, including tem
ture and humidity. Its dynamics is governed by coupled diffu
process of heat, moisture, and various chemical substanc
addition, damage induced by mechanical loading interacts
the environmental factors and accelerates the deterioration
cess(Saetta et al. 1993, Xi and Bažant 1999; Xi et al. 2000; K
et al. 2002).

Based on the previous considerations, a durability analys
concrete structures in aggressive environments should be c
to account for both the diffusion process and the correspon
mechanical damage, as well as for the coupling effects bet
diffusion, damage and structural behavior. However, the ava
information about environmental factors and material charac
tics is often very limited and the unavoidable uncertainties
volved in a detailed and complex modeling may lead to fictit
results. For these reasons, the assessment of the structural l
can be more reliably carried out by means of macroscopic m
which exploit the power and generality of the basic laws of
fusion to predict the quantitative time-variant response of d

aged structural systems.
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This paper presents a novel approach to the durability ana
of concrete structures under the environmental attack of ag
sive agents(Bontempi et al. 2000; Ardigò et al. 2002; Biondini
al. 2002a, b). The proposed formulation mainly refers to bea
and frames, but it can be easily extended also to other typ
structures. The analysis of the diffusion process is develope
using a special class of evolutionary algorithms called cel
automata, which are mathematical idealizations of physical
tems in which space and time are discrete and physical qua
are taken from a finite set of discrete values. In principle,
physical system satisfying differential equations may be app
mated as a cellular automaton by introducing discrete coordi
and variables, as well as discrete time steps. However, it is w
noting that models based on cellular automata provide analter-
native approach to physical modeling rather than an approx
tion. In fact, they show a complex behavior analogous to
associated with differential equations, but by virtue of t
simple formulation are potentially adaptable to a more det
and complete analysis, giving to the whole system some eme
properties, self-induced only by its local dynamics(von Neumann
1966; Margolus and Toffoli 1987; Wolfram 1994, 2002; Ada
1998). Noteworthy examples of cellular automata modeling
typical physical processes in concrete can be found in the fie
cement composites(Bentz and Garboczi 1992; Bentz et al. 19
1994).

Based on such an evolutionary model, the mechanical da
coupled to diffusion is then evaluated by introducing a degr
tion law of the effective resistant area of both the concrete m
and steel bars in terms of suitable damage indices. Since th
of mass diffusion usually depends on the stress state, the in
tion between the diffusion process and the mechanical behav
the damaged structure is also taken into account by a proper
eling of the stochastic effects in the mass transfer. To this aim
nonlinear structural analyses during time are performed withi
framework of the finite element method by means of a deteri
ing reinforced concrete beam element(Bontempi et al. 1995
Malerba 1998; Biondini 2000).

The effectiveness of the proposed methodology in han
complex geometrical and mechanical boundary condition
demonstrated through some applications. Firstly, a reinfo
concrete box girder cross-section is considered and the dam
process is described by the corresponding evolution of both b
ing moment–curvature diagrams and axial force-bending mo
resistance domains. Secondly, the durability analysis of a
forced concrete continuous T-beam is developed. Finally, the
posed approach is applied to the analysis of an existing
bridge and to the identification of its critical members.

Diffusion Processes and Cellular Automata

Modeling of Diffusion Processes

The kinetic process of diffusion of chemical components in so
is usually described by mathematical relationships that relat
rate of mass diffusion to the concentration gradients respon
for the net mass transfer(Glicksman 2000). The simplest model
represented by the Fick’s first law, which assumes a linear
tionship between the mass flux and the diffusion gradient.
combination of the Fick’s model with the mass conservation p
ciple leads to Fick’s second law which, in the case of a si

component diffusion in isotropic media, can be written as follows:

JOURNAL O
-

− ¹ · s− D ¹ Cd =
]C

]t
s1d

where C=Csx ,td=mass concentration of the component
D=Dsx ,td=diffusivity coefficient, both evaluated at po
x=sx,y,zd and timet, and where¹C=grad C.

Complexities leading to modifications of this simple mo
may arise from anisotropy, multicomponent diffusion, chem
reactions, external stress fields, memory and stochastic effe
the case of concrete structures, for example, the diffusivity
ficient depends on several parameters, such as relative hum
temperature, and mechanical stress, and the Fick’s equation
be coupled with the governing equations of both heat and m
ture flows, as well as with the constitutive laws of the mecha
problem(CEB 1992; Saetta et al. 1993; Xi and Bažant 1999; X
al. 2000). However, as mentioned, due to the uncertainties
volved in the calibration of such complex models, the struc
lifetime can be more conveniently assessed by using a m
scopic approach which exploits the power and generality o
basic Fick’s laws to predict the quantitative response of sys
undergoing diffusion. In particular, if the diffusivity coefficientD
is assumed to be a constant, the second order partial differ
nonlinear Eq.(1) is simplified in the following linear form:

D¹2C =
]C

]t
s2d

where¹2= ¹ ·¹. Despite of its linearity, analytical solutions
such an equation exist only for a limited number of simple c
sical problems. Thus, a general approach dealing with com
geometrical and mechanical boundary conditions usually req
the use of numerical methods. In this study, the diffusion equ
is effectively solved by using a special class of evolutionary
gorithms called cellular automata.

Short History, Formal Definition, and Emerging
Properties of Cellular Automata

Cellular automata were firstly introduced by von Neumann
Ulam in 1948–1950(von Neumann 1966) and subsequently d
veloped by other researchers in many fields of science(see for
reviews: Margolus and Toffoli 1987; Adami 1998; Wolfra
2002). Originally related to the study of self-replication proble
on the Turing’s machine, cellular automata left laboratories in
1970s and became popular in the academic circles with the
famous Game of Life invented by Conway(Gardner 1970). Ba-
sically, they represent simple mathematical idealizations of p
cal systems in which space and time are discrete, and ph
quantities are taken from a finite set of discrete values. In fa
already mentioned, any physical system satisfying differe
equations may be approximated as a cellular automaton by
ducing discrete coordinates and variables, as well as discret
steps. Properly speaking, therefore, models based on cellul
tomata provide an alternative and more general approa
physical modeling rather than an approximation; they sho
complex behavior analogous to that associated with comple
ferential equations, but in this case complexity emerges from
interaction of simple entities following simple rules.

In its basic form, a cellular automaton consists of a reg
uniform grid of sites or cells, theoretically having infinite ext
sion, with a discrete variable in each cell which can take
finite number of states. The state of the cellular automaton is
completely specified by the valuessi =sistd of the variables at eac

cell i. During time, cellular automata evolve in discrete time steps

F STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER 2004 / 1725
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according to a parallel state transition determined by a set of
rules: the variablessi

k+1=sistk+1d at each sitei at time tk+1 are
updated synchronously based on the values of the variablessn

k in
their “neighborhood”n at the preceding time instanttk. The
neighborhoodn of a cell i is typically taken to be the cell itse
and a set of adjacent cells within a given radiusr, or i −r øn
ø i +r. Thus, the dynamics of a cellular automaton can be
mally represented as

si
k+1 = fssi

k;sn
kd, i − r ø n ø i + r s3d

where the functionf is the evolutionary rule of the automato
Clearly, a proper choice of the neighborhood plays a crucial
in determining the effectiveness of such a rule. Fig. 1 show
example of typical neighborhoods for one- and two-dimensi
cellular automata, but patterns of higher complexity can be
proposed. Since the actual extension of the automaton cann
infinite as required by the theory, special attention has to be
to neighborhoods along the sides of the finite grid, which ma
defined in many different ways. The more frequent assump
refer to the hypotheses of periodic boundaries, in which opp
cells are considered neighbors, or of absorbing boundaries,
the cells at the borders are assumed to have no neighbors b
the limits of the grid.

As an example of one-dimensional cellular automaton,
sider a line of cells with the variables=sstd at each celli and time
instant tk which can take only the valuesi

k=0 or si
k=1. Let the

evolutionary rule be defined on the base of a neighborhood
radiusr =1 as follows:

si
k+1 = ssi−1

k + si+1
k dmod 2 s4d

where mod 2 indicates that the variablesi
k+1 takes the 0 or

remainder after division by 2. Even with this very simple r
complex behaviors can be nevertheless found. In fact, by as
ing for example an initial state of the automaton consisting
single cell with value 1 and all other cells having value 0, a
256 time steps the pattern shown in Fig. 2 appears, wher
white/gray cells denote the statesi

k=0 and the black ones the st
si

k=1. The geometry of such pattern is characterized by the
erty of self-similarity, since some of its regions, when magnifi
are indistinguishable from the whole. In particular, it can
shown that such a self-similar pattern represents a fractal(Man-
delbrot 1982) and can be characterized by a fractal dimen
log23<1.59 (see also Wolfram 1983).

Cellular Automata Solution of Diffusion Equations

One of the most effective applications of cellular automata is

Fig. 1. Typical neighborhoods for one- and two-dimensional cell
automata
simulation of diffusion processes, since their dynamics can accu-

1726 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER
d

rately reproduce linear or nonlinear flows with complex boun
conditions(Whitney 1990). This result is easily achieved throu
a proper selection of both the neighborhoodn and the rulef. For
example, the diffusion process described by Fick’s laws ind di-
mensionssd=1,2,3d can be effectively simulated by adopting
von Neumann neighborhood with radiusr =1 and the following
rule of evolution(Biondini et al. 2002a):

Ci
k+1 = f0Ci

k + o
j=1

d

sf j
−Ci−1,j

k + f j
+Ci+1,j

k d s5d

where the discrete variablesi
k=Ci

k=Csxi ,tkd represents the co
centration of the component in the celli at time tk. The values o
the evolutionary coefficientsf0, f j

−, and f j
+ s j =1, . . . ,dd must

verify the following normality rule:

f0 + o
j=1

d

sf j
− + f j

+d = 1 s6d

as required by the mass conservation law. Clearly, for isot
media the symmetry conditionf j

−=f j
+=f1s j =1, . . . ,dd must be

adopted in order to avoid directionality effects. Moreover
regulate the process according to a given diffusivityD, a prope
discretization in space and time should be chosen in such a
that the grid dimensionDx and the time stepDt satisfy the fol-
lowing relationship:

D =
1 − f0

2d

Dx2

Dt
= f1

Dx2

Dt
s7d

The demonstration of this result can be derived by a proper
nipulation of the Fick’s second law and by its subsequent inte

Fig. 2. One-dimensional cellular automaton leading to geome
pattern characterized by property of self-similarity and having fr
dimension
tion over the wholed-dimensional space. It can be also proven

2004



r
Fig. 3. Triangular density distributionfcscd: (a) symmetrical(no directionality effects) and (b) skewed toward highestc values(suitable, fo
example, for cracked concrete)
of
Fig. 4. Modeling of mechanical damage:(a) time evolution of damage indices during diffusion process;(b) linear relationship between rate
damage and concentration of aggressive agent;(c) meaning of material parameters for calibration of damage models
Fig. 5. Main parameters, local reference system, and sign conventions for cross sectional nonlinear analysis
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER 2004 / 1727
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that the valuesf0=1/2 andf1=1/s4dd usually lead to a ver
good accuracy of the automaton, in one-, two-, and three- di
sional problems(Ardigò and Motta 2002). Clearly, since the dif
fusivity D can vary over a fairly wide range depending on
diffusive species, a proper balance between grid dimensioDx
and time stepDt must be achieved consistently with the requ
level of accuracy.

It is worth noting that the hypothesis of absorbing bounda
associated with the finite extension of the grid of the automat
usually consistent with the nature of the problem investigate
the present study.

Stochastic Effects and External Stress Fields

Diffusion processes always exhibit stochastic effects. Altho
the deterministic solutions usually provide good approximat
(Ardigò and Motta 2002), for the purpose of the present work i
useful to include stochastic effects. Therefore, in order to acc
for the stochastic nature of the diffusion process, a modifica
of the previous cellular automata formulation is proposed.
coefficientsf, which define the evolutionary rule, are no lon
considered as deterministic quantities but are instead assum
random variablesF with given probability density distribution
fFsfd. To this aim, it is convenient to denoteF=s1+Cdf, where
the coefficientsf maintain the original deterministic values, a
C are random variables whose outcomescP f−1;1g describe th
stochastic part of diffusion. Clearly, the new variablesC0, C j

−

andC j
+ are not independent, but they are related through the

conservation law as followssf0=2df1=1/2d:

1

2
C0 +

1

4do
j=1

d

sC j
− + C j

+d = 0 s8d

After the probability density functionsfCscd are introduced, th
random components of diffusion can be effectively simulate
means of a Monte Carlo method.

The choice offCscd does not usually represent a critical po
and several functions are suitable for this purpose. However
important to outline that, for isotropic media, symmetrical fu
tions fCscd= fCs−cd must be adopted in order to avoid directi
ality effects in the stochastic model. On the other hand, ske
distributions can successfully be applied to simulate local m
fications in the rate of mass diffusion induced by mechan
stress states. In concrete structures, for example, cracking u
favors higher gradient of concentration. This phenomenon m
accounted for by adopting in the regions of cracked concrete
tributions fCscd skewed towards the highestc values, which on
the average tend to increase the local diffusivity, while in
regions of undamaged material symmetrical functionsfCscd still
hold. These assumptions are represented in Fig. 3 for the c
a simple, but also very effective, triangular density function.

Durability Analysis of Reinforced Concrete
Structures

As previously mentioned, the safety of reinforced concrete s
tures exposed to aggressive environments needs to be ch
during time by means of a durability analysis able to accoun
both the diffusion process and the corresponding mecha
damage, as well as for the coupling effects between diffu
damage and structural behavior. To this aim, a general app

to the time-variant nonlinear analysis of damaging reinforced

1728 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER
s

f

d

concrete framed structures is developed in the context of th
lular automata formulation adopted to capture the diffusion
cess.

Modeling of Mechanical Damage

The damaging processes in concrete structures undergoing
sion are, in general, very complex. Moreover, the available i
mation about environmental agents and material characteris
usually not sufficient for a detailed modeling. However, des
such complexities, very simple degradation models can be
successfully adopted.

Structural damage can be viewed as a degradation of th
chanical properties which makes the structural system less a
withstand the applied actions. Such a damage is here mode
introducing a degradation law of the effective resistant are
both the concrete matrixAc=Acstd and the steel barsAs=Asstd

dAcstd = f1 − dcstdgdAc0

dAsstd = f1 − dsstdgdAs0 s9d

where the symbol “0” denotes the undamaged state at the
time t= t0, and the dimensionless functionsdc=dcstd, ds=dsstd rep-
resent damage indices which give a direct measure of the da
level within the range[0;1] [Fig. 4(a)].

In this study, such indices are correlated to the diffusion
cess by assuming, for both materials, a linear relationship
tween the rate of damage and the concentration of the aggr
agent[Fig. 4(b)]

]dcstd
]t

=
Cstd

CcDtc
= qcCstd

s10d
]dsstd

]t
=

Cstd
CsDts

= qsCstd

whereCc and Cs represent the values of constant concentra
Csx ,td which lead to a complete damage of the materials afte
time periodsDtc andDts, respectively[Fig. 4(c)]. In addition, the
initial conditions dcsx ,t0d=dssx ,t0d=0 with t0=maxht uCsx ,td
øCcrj are assumed, whereCcr=critical threshold of concentr
tion. Clearly, the three parametersqc=sCcDtcd−1, qs=sCsDtsd−1,
andCcr are related to the materials and they must be set acco
to the actual rates of the damaging process.

Fig. 6. Local reference system and sign conventions for the
beam element
2004
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Nonlinear Analysis of Deteriorating Reinforced
Concrete Cross Sections

The previous general criteria are now applied to the durab
analysis of reinforced concrete cross sections. The formul
assumes the linearity of concrete strain field and neglect
bond-slip of the reinforcement, as shown in Fig. 5 for a c
section with arbitrary shape. Based on such hypotheses, th
tors of the stress resultantsr =r sx,td=fN Mz MygT and of the glo
bal strainse=esx,td=f«0 xz xygT are then related, at each tim
instantt, as follows(Malerba 1998):

r sx,td = Hsx,tdesx,td s11d

The stiffness matrixH =Hsx,td is derived by integration over th
area of the composite cross section, or by assembling the c
butions of both concreteHc=Hcsx,td and steelHs=Hssx,td

Hsx,td = Hcsx,td + Hssx,td s12d

Hcsx,td =E
Acsxd

Ecsx,y,z,tdbsy,zdTbsy,zdf1 − dcsx,y,z,tdgdA s13d

Hssx,td = o
m

Esmsx,tdbm
Tbmf1 − dsmsx,tdgAsm s14d

where the symbol “m” refers to themth reinforcement bar locate
at sym,zmd; Ec=Ecsx,y,z, td andEsm=Esmsx,td are the generalize
moduli of the materials, andbsy,zd=f1 −y zgT. It is worth noting
that the vectorsr and e have to be considered as total or inc
mental quantities depending on the nature of the stiffness m
H, which depends on the type of formulation adopted(i.e., secan
or tangent) for the generalized moduli of the materials.

Fig. 7. Example of cellular grid actually used for numerical integ
tion for a beam element with rectangular box cross section

Fig. 8. Continuity of mass transfer at interface between adja
elements
JOURNAL O
-

Formulation of a Deteriorating Reinforced Concrete
Beam Element

The previous cross-sectional formulation is now extende
order to define the characteristics of a reinforced concrete
finite element for durability analysis of framed structures(Bon-
tempi et al. 1995; Malerba 1998; Biondini 2000).

Fig. 9. Box girder cross section undergoing diffusion:(a) geometry
and location of reinforcement;(b) grid of cellular automaton an
location of aggressive agent

Fig. 10. Box girder cross section undergoing diffusion: distribu
of the concentrationCsx ,td /C0 of aggressive agent after 2.5, 10,
and 50 years from initial time of diffusion penetration
F STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER 2004 / 1729
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With reference to the finite beam element shown in Fig. 6
having the cross section shown in Fig. 5, the vector of the
placementsu=usx,td=fuauubgT=fu0uv0 w0gT and the vector o
the generalized strainse=esx,td=f«0 xz xygT can be related to th
vector of the nodal displacementss8=s8std=fsausbgT

=fu1 u2uv1 wz1 w1 wy1 v2 wz2 w2 wy2gT as follows:

usx,td = Nsxds8std s15d

esx,td = Bsxds8std s16d

Fig. 11. Structural response during the first 50 years of lifetime:(a)
left-hand side;(b) axial forcen=N/ sufcuAc0d versus bending mome
where

1730 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER
s17d

In the following, the axialNa=Nasxd and bendingNb=Nbsxd dis-
placement functions of a linear elastic beam element having
form cross-sectional stiffness and loaded only at its ends
adopted(Przemieniecki 1968). Based on this assumption, the
ement stiffness matrixK 8=K 8std and the nodal forces vect

volution of damage indexds for 16 outermost reinforcement bars

z/ sufcuAc0dyd resistance domains withMy=0 sDt=2.5 yearsd

time e
ntmz=M
f8= f8std, equivalent to the applied loadsf0= f0sx,td, are derived by

2004
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applying the principle of the virtual displacements and then ev
ated at each time instantt by integration over the lengthl of the
beam

K 8std =E
0

l

BsxdTHsx,tdBsxddx s18d

f8std =E
0

l

NsxdTf0sx,tddx s19d

Finally, by assembling the stiffness matrixK =K std and the
vectors of the nodal forcesf = fstd in a global reference system, t

Fig. 12. Structural response during the first 50 years of life
D«z=xzdy diagrams forN=My=0 with (a) cc

* =1 and(b) cc
* =0
equilibrium of the whole structure can be expressed as follows:

JOURNAL O
K stdsstd = fstd s20d

where s=sstd=global vector of the nodal displacements. I
worth noting that, as it has been already pointed out at the
sectional level, the vectorsf ands have to be considered as to
or incremental quantities depending on the nature of the g
stiffness matrixK , or if a secant or a tangent formulation
adopted for the sectional stiffness matrixH. Finally, it is outlined
that the diffusive parameters defining the distribution func
fCscd in cracked concrete(i.e. ca, cb, andcc in Fig. 3) must be
properly set according to the proposed finite element formula
This formulation assumes smeared cracks along the beam
computes the equilibrium conditions in terms of average str

2.5 yearsd: bending momentmz=Mz/ sufcuAc0dyd versus curvatur
timesDt=
over the cracks spacing.

F STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER 2004 / 1731



of
Fig. 13. Reinforced concrete continuous beam:(a) structural model and load condition;(b) geometry of cross section and location
reinforcement; and(c) time evolution of bending moment diagram
n
Fig. 14. (a) Grid of cellular automaton and location of aggressive agent along beam; maps of concentrationCsx ,td /C0 of agent in cross sectio
B after (b) 4 years and(c) 30 years
ls
Fig. 15. Time history of damage indices of(a) three concrete cel
and(b) three steel bars belonging to cross section B[see Figs. 13(a)
and 14(a)]
1732 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER
Fig. 16. Comparison between time evolution of both actingMS and
resistantMR bending moment in(a) cross section A and(b) cross
section B[see Fig. 13(a)]
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Numerical Integration and Boundary Conditions

In order to couple the diffusion process to the structural resp
each finite element is linked to a local three-dimensional
oriented according to the beam axis. The assemblage of
grids forms the geometrical support of the cellular autom
which describes the diffusion process. In this regard, two as
need to be discussed further.

Firstly, the characteristics of the deteriorating reinforced
crete finite beam element must be obtained at each time in
from the integrals previously introduced. To this aim, a nume
integration is clearly required and, without loss of generality
for sake of simplicity, it can be effectively based on the th
dimensional grid of the cellular automaton adopted to describ
diffusion process, as shown for example in Fig. 7 for a b
element having rectangular box cross section. In this way
integrals Eqs.(12), (18), and(19) can be reduced to the followin
algebraic forms:

Hcsx,td = Dx2 o
iPA sxd

Ecisx,tdbi
Tbif1 − dcisx,tdg s21d

Fig. 17. Arch bridge over Breggia river(C
c

JOURNAL O
K 8std = Dxo
iPl

Bi
TH istdBi s22d

f8std = Dxo
iPl

Ni
Tf0istd s23d

where the symbol “i” denotes the celli whose center is located
point xi =sxi ,yi ,zid, Dx=Dy=Dz=grid dimension, and the sum
are extended only to the cells belonging to the actual struc
volume of the beam element.

The second aspect deals with a consistent application o
evolutionary rule of the cellular automaton to this ensembl
grids. In fact, the grids associated with adjacent beam elem
must be interconnected in order to assure the continuity o
diffusion flow at their boundaries, as indicated in Fig. 8. To
aim, the hypothesis of absorbing boundaries previously i
duced is neglected in these regions and the neighborhoods
cells located at the common ends of linked elements are fo
by including the cells belonging to both the corresponding a

Italy): pictorial view and structural model
omo,
cent grids within the radius specified by the evolutionary rule.
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Applications

In the following, the effectiveness of the proposed methodolo
demonstrated through several applications. A box girder c
section, a continuous T-beam, and an existing arch bridge a
analyzed in order to predict their structural lifetime performa
under the attack of external aggressive agents. Since the ap
bility of the procedure does not depend on the type of chem
which diffuse inside the structure, the basic diffusion and dam
parameters are only specified and no details are given o
nature of the aggressive agents.

Durability Analysis of a Reinforced Concrete Box
Girder Cross Section

The durability analysis of a reinforced concrete box girder c
section is performed. The cross section has the geometry s
in Fig. 9(a), with main dimensionsdy=2.20 m anddz=7.90 m,
and is reinforced with 220 bars having diameterx=26 mm. Fo
concrete, the stress–strain diagram is described by the S
law in compression and by an elastic perfectly plastic mod
tension, with the following parameters: compression strengfc

=−40 MPa; tension strengthfct=0.25ufcu2/3; initial modulus Ec0
1/3

Fig. 18. Cross sections of arches at middle span: geometry, ma
concentrationCsx ,td /C0 of agent during time, and comparison w
actual damaged state
=0.25ufcu ; peak strain in compression«c0=−0.20%; strain limit

1734 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER
-

in compression «cu=−0.35%; strain limit in tension«ctu

=2fct/Ec0. For steel, the stress–strain diagram is described b
elastic–perfectly plastic model in both tension and compres
with the following parameters: yielding strengthfsy=500 MPa
elastic modulusEs=206 GPa; strain limit«su=1.00%. With refer
ence to a diffusivity coefficientD=10−11 m2/s, the cellular au
tomaton is defined by a grid dimensionDx=35.5 mm and a tim
stepDt=0.5 years. Fig. 9(b) shows the location of the aggress
agent, with concentrationCstd=C0 along the bottom side on t
left andCstd= 1

2C0 within the cell on the right. Damage rates
defined by the valuesCcr=0, Cc=Cs=C0, Dtc=10years andDts
=15years. Stochastic effects are accounted for by assumingcb=
−ca=1, with cc=0 andcc* =1 for uncracked and cracked co
crete, respectively.

The time evolution of the diffusion process is described by
maps of Fig. 10, which show the distribution of concentra
Csx ,td /C0 of the aggressive agent after 2.5, 10, 25, and 50 y
from the initial time of diffusion penetration. These maps h
light how cellular automata are able to provide to the whole
tem some emergent properties(the diffusive patterns) self-
induced only by its local dynamics(the evolutionary rules). The
mechanical damage induced by diffusion can be appreciated
the diagrams of Fig. 11, which show the time evolution of b
the damage indexds for the 16 outermost reinforcement bars
the left side and the dimensionless resistance domains of the

Fig. 19. Cross sections of ties near middle span: geometry, ma
concentrationCsx ,td /C0 of agent during time, and comparison w
actual damaged state
force N versus bending momentMz with My=0. Finally, Fig.
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12(a) shows the corresponding time evolution of the struct
response in terms of dimensionless diagrams of the bending
ment Mz versus curvaturexz with N=My=0. In addition, Fig
12(b) shows the same curves computed by neglecting the d
tionality effects in the stochastic model, or by adopting a s
metric density functionfCscd for both cracked and uncrack
concretescc=cc

* =0d. In this way, the direct comparison of t
diagrams in Figs. 12(a) and (b) allows the quantification of th
negative role played by cracking.

Lifetime Assessment of a Continuous Reinforced
Concrete T-Beam

The continuous reinforced concrete T-beam shown in Fig. 1(a),
with span lengthsL=3.00 m and loadg=10 kN/m, is now stud
ied. The cross section has the geometry shown in Fig. 13(b), with
main dimensionsH=0.40 m, h=0.25 m, B=0.40 m, and b
=0.15 m. The behavior of concrete is linear elastic with mod
Ec=35 GPa in compression and with no strength in tension
steel, a linear elastic behavior with modulusEs=206 GPa is as
sumed. With reference to a diffusivity coefficientD=1.37

−11 2

Fig. 20. Cross section of deck at middle span: geometry, map
concentrationCsx ,td /C0 of agent during time, and comparison w
actual damaged state
310 m /s, the cellular automaton is defined by a grid dimen-

JOURNAL O
sionDx=10 mm and a time stepDt=0.02 years. Fig. 14(a) shows
the grid of the automaton and the location of the aggressive
with constant concentrationCstd=C0. The damage rates are d
fined by the valuesCcr=0.30C0, Cc=Cs=C0, Dtc=30 years an
Dts=40 years. The stochastic effects are accounted for by a
ing cb=−ca=1, with cc=0 andcc

* =1 for uncracked and crack
concrete, respectively.

Figs. 14(b) and(c) show the maps of concentrationCsx ,td /C0

of the agent in the cross section B of Fig. 13(a) after 4 and 30
years, respectively. Moreover, Figs. 15(a) and (b) show the cor
responding evolution of the damage indicesdc andds in the same
cross section for three concrete cells and three steel bars, r
tively. Since the coupling effects between the diffusion pro
and the cracking state lead to a non uniform distribution of d
age along the beam, the diagram of the bending moment ev
during time as shown in Fig. 13(c). In particular, Figs. 16(a) and
(b) make a comparison between the evolution of the acting b
ing momentsMS and the corresponding resistant bending mom
MR, computed by accounting for the actual nonlinear mat
constitutive laws, in cross sections A and B, respectively. S
diagrams highlight the effectiveness of the proposed meth
ogy, which allows the assessment of the service life of the s
ture and the necessity of a possible rehabilitation.

Identification of Critical Members of an Existing Arch
Bridge

The arch bridge over the Breggia River in Como(Italy) shown in
Fig. 17 is finally considered. The geometry of the cross sec
of the two arches, ties, and deck is shown at the top left-hand
of Figs. 18–20, respectively. In particular, the height of the
cross section varies from 84 cm at the ends to 76 cm in
middle. The structure is modeled with homogeneous beam
ments having linear elastic behavior with elastic modulusEc

=35 GPa. A uniform loadg=50 kN/m acting on the deck is co
sidered. With reference to a diffusivity constantD=1.37
310−11 m2/s, the cellular automaton is defined by a grid dim
sion Dx=20 mm and a time stepDt=0.08years. The aggress
agent is located around the whole external surface of bot
arches and the ties, as well as under the deck, with constan
centrationCstd=C0. The damage rates are defined by the va
Ccr=0.30C0, Cc=C0 andDtc=20 years. The stochastic effects
accounted for by assumingcb=−ca=1 andcc=0.

The time evolution of damage can be obtained from the
spection of Figs. 18–20 which show the maps of the conce
tion Csx ,td /C0 of the agent in the cross sections at the mi
span of the bridge. These figures make also a comparison be
the concentration maps and the actual damaged state of the
ture, which is characterized by a relevant deterioration with
ling of the concrete cover and corrosion of the reinforcement
Such a comparison leads to confirm the effectiveness of the
posed methodology, which, through a reliable assessment
damage distribution and the identification of the most cri
members(the ties), allows to address the lifetime performan
and maintenance planning processes.

Conclusions

1. Durability analysis of concrete structures under attack o
gressive agents is generally investigated through the stu
the local deterioration of the materials, dealing for exam

with carbonation of concrete and corrosion of reinforcement,
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and limited attention is devoted to the global effects of th
local phenomena on the overall performance of the struc
The main reason for this approach is that analytical solu
of the diffusion problem exist only in a limited number
classical cases, characterized by simple and well de
boundary conditions. However, these solutions are ab
accurately reproduce the diffusion process only in very
ited parts of the structure such as the region around the
crete cover. General numerical approaches(e.g., finite differ-
ences or finite elements) provide better and more gene
solutions, but in these cases complexities arise from th
cessity of an additional model to simulate the structura
sponse of the damaged structure. In fact, due to the part
nature of the problem, these two models are characteriz
different discretizations in space and time. Thus, it app
very costly to couple these models in order to account fo
interactive effects of diffusion, damage, and structural be
ior. In addition, finite difference and finite element mod
are based on the assumption that the global phenomen
diffusion is governed by given mathematical relationsh
This assumption introduces an implicit and additional so
of approximation.

2. The approach presented in this paper aims to overcom
previous drawbacks. The principal novelty of this appro
is the use of a special class of evolutionary algorithms, c
cellular automata, to investigate the deterioration proce
induced by diffusion. The main advantages of these a
rithms in the context of durability analysis and lifetime
sessment of deteriorating structures are as follows:(1) They
provide a general approach to modeling the diffusion
cesses and lead to very accurate results when compare
the solution of the governing differential equations.(2) Com-
plex geometrical and mechanical boundary conditions,
usually hold even for simple structural problems, can be
ily handled. (3) The grid of the cellular automaton whi
simulates the diffusion process can be efficiently assoc
with the finite element model of the structure in order
describe the mechanical material damage and to perform
numerical integration required for the time-variant non lin
structural analyses.(4) The link between diffusion and m
chanical models leads to a cellular automata formulatio
deteriorating reinforced concrete finite elements able to
count for both the stochastic diffusion process of the agg
sive agent inside the structure and the corresponding qu
fication of material damage, as well as the interactive ef
between diffusion, damage, and structural behavior.(5) Mod-
els based on cellular automata must be considered as
ternative to the differential equations of diffusion. In fa
they show a complex behavior analogous to that assoc
with complex differential equations. However, in this c
complexity emerges from the interaction of simple ent
following simple rules. For this reason, the knowledge of
global dynamics of the system is not required and a m
general and comprehensive modeling of diffusion may
attempted in order to account for the uncertainties invo
in the assessment process.

3. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology has
demonstrated through several applications. A box g
cross section, a continuous T-beam, and an existing
bridge have been all analyzed by this methodology in o
to predict their structural lifetime performance. The accu
of the results clearly depends on the values of the ma

parameters which define both the diffusive and damage pro-

1736 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER
cesses, like the diffusivity coefficientD, the critical threshol
of concentrationCcr, the damage ratesqc and qs, and the
stochastic factorsca, cb, andcc. Of course, further resear
aimed to develop both experimental tests on structural
totypes and monitoring activities on existing structures is
quired in order to achieve a proper calibration of such
rameters. However, despite the necessity of this calibra
the results of the considered applications prove that the
posed approach represents a powerful engineering to
both lifetime design and assessment of reinforced con
structures in aggressive environments.
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